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In recent years, trust has enjoyed increasing interest
from a wide range of parties, including organizations,
policymakers, and the media. Perennially linked to
turbulence and scandals, the damaging and rebuilding of
trust is a contemporary concern affecting all areas of
society. Comprising six thematic sections, The
Routledge Companion to Trust provides a
comprehensive survey of trust research. With
contributions from international experts, this volume
examines the major topics and emerging areas within the
field, including essays on the foundations, levels and
theories of trust. It also examines trust repair and
explores trust in settings such as healthcare, finance,
food supply chains, and the internet. The Routledge
Companion to Trust is an extensive reference work
which will be a vital resource to researchers and
practitioners across the fields of management and
organizational studies, behavioural economics,
psychology, cultural anthropology, political science and
sociology.
Now in its third edition, Colquitt-LePine-Wesson
continues to offer a novel and innovative approach to
teaching organizational behavior. The focus, tone, and
organization of the book shows students that: OB really
matters - The book opens with two chapters barely
covered in other texts: job performance and
organizational commitment. Those topics are critical to
managers and students alike, and represent two of the
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most critical outcomes in OB. Each successive chapter
then links that chapter’s topic back to those outcomes,
illustrating why OB matters in today’s organizations. OB
topics all fit together - The book is structured around an
integrative model, shown on the back cover and
spotlighted in the first chapter, that provides a roadmap
for the course. The model illustrates how individual,
team, leader, and organizational factors shape employee
attitudes, and how those attitudes impact performance
and commitment. In this way, the model reminds
students where they are, where they've been, and where
they're going. OB is all around them - The book includes
innovative insert box features that students actually
enjoy reading. OB on Screen uses scenes from popular
films, such as the Social Network, Up in the Air,
Inception, and the King’s Speech, to demonstrate OB
topics. OB at the Bookstore draws a bridge to popular
business books, including Drive, the 4-Hour Workweek,
Linchpin, and Superfreakonomics.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the
testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events
from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines,
highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only
Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780078137174 9780077405434 9780077398224 .
This full featured text is provided as an option to the
price sensitive student. It is a full 4 color text that’s three
whole punched and made available at a discount to
students. The loose-leaf is also available in a package
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with Connect Plus.
As scientists toil in the fields of their disciplines, they
rarely enjoy opportunities to step back from their work
and evaluate where their efforts have taken them.
Assessing a field's scientific progress, however, is critical
if it is to have any hope of making meaningful advances.
The time has come for a systematic self-examination of
the state of the field of organizational behavior. Where
has it been? Where is it now? And where is it going? The
present book poses these questions to raise the selfconsciousness of organizational scholars, causing them
to question the field's values and its worth as a scientific
and practical endeavor. Such a critical self-assessment
of the state of organizational behavior is absolutely
essential if the field is to prosper and make meaningful
advances to behavioral science and to the welfare of
individuals and society. This volume is a collection of
essays by the field's most highly regarded
scholars--experts who have contributed widely to the
field, and who were invited to share their thoughts about
its past, present, and future. By presenting their ideas
about the state of organizational behavior, the discipline
as a whole is invited to engage in critical self-reflection.
No other book serves this function.
Imagine a management philosophy based not upon
serving a company's customers, but on serving the
company's employees. Vineet Nayar, CEO of HCL
Technologies in India, has put such a philosophy into
practice with remarkable results. His "employee first,
customer second" mantra has been recognized globally
as an example of organizational innovation, and was
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deemed a "new and radical management philosophy"
ripe for the picking in the Western world by Business
Week. In this book, Nayar himself describes his blunt
refusal to treat the flesh and blood of HCL--its people--as
"human resource" or as "intellectual capital" or even as
an asset like all its other assets-and how his unique
perspective led to an holistic transformation of his
organization. By putting employees on top of the
organizational pyramid, he argues, your company can
fully realize the value created in the interface between
customers and employees. This book leads managers
and executives through the five core aspects of Nayar's
approach, demonstrating how to create a sense of
urgency, overhaul incentives and reporting structures,
foster transparency in communications and feedback,
provide platforms for achievement and personal growth,
and finally recognize the potential of every individual in
the organization. The "Employee First" philosophy
should be the fulcrum of the transformation journey of
any organization.

First Published in 2010. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
A lively, unorthodox look at economics, business,
and public policy told in the form of a novel. A love
story that embraces the business and economic
issues of the day? The Invisible Heart takes a
provocative look at business, economics, and
regulation through the eyes of Sam Gordon and
Laura Silver, teachers at the exclusive Edwards
School in Washington, D.C. Sam lives and breathes
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capitalism. He thinks that most government
regulation is unnecessary or even harmful. He
believes that success in business is a virtue. He
believes that our humanity flourishes under
economic freedom. Laura prefers Wordsworth to the
Wall Street Journal. Where Sam sees victors, she
sees victims. She wants the government to protect
consumers and workers from the excesses of Sam's
beloved marketplace. While Sam and Laura argue
about how to make the world a better place, a
parallel story unfolds across town. Erica Baldwin, the
crusading head of a government watchdog agency,
tries to bring Charles Krauss, a ruthless CEO, to
justice. How are these two dramas connected? Why
is Sam under threat of dismissal? Will Erica Baldwin
find the evidence she needs? Can Laura love a man
with an Adam Smith poster on his wall? The answers
in The Invisible Heart give the reader a richer
appreciation for how business and the marketplace
transform our lives.
There is a strong movement today in management to
encourage management practices based on
research evidence. In the first volume of this
handbook, I asked experts in 39 areas of
management to identify a central principle that
summarized and integrated the core findings from
their specialty area and then to explain this principle
and give real business examples of the principle in
action. I asked them to write in non-technical terms,
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e.g., without a lot of statistics, and almost all did so.
The previous handbook proved to be quite popular,
so I was asked to edit a second edition. This new
edition has been expanded to 33 topics, and there
are some new authors for the previously included
topics. The new edition also includes: updated case
examples, updated references and practical
exercises at the end of each chapter. It also includes
a preface on evidence-based management. The
principles for the first edition were intended to be
relatively timeless, so it is no surprise that most of
the principles are the same (though some chapter
titles include more than one principle). This book
could serve as a textbook in advanced
undergraduate and in MBA courses. It could also be
of use to practicing managers and not just those in
Human Resource departments. Every practicing
manager may not want to read the whole book, but I
am willing to guarantee that every one will find at
least one or more chapters that will be practically
useful. In this time of economic crisis, the need for
effective management practices is more acute than
ever.
In their substantially revised Third Edition, McShane
and Von Glinow continue the trailblazing innovations
that made previous editions of Organizational
Behavior recognized and adopted by the new
generation of organizational behavior (OB)
instructors. Acclaimed for its readability and
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presentation of current knowledge, this textbook's
philosophy is that OB knowledge is for everyone, not
just traditional managers. The new reality is that
everyone -- sales representatives, production
employees, physicians -- needs OB knowledge to
successfully work in and around organizations.
Organizational Behavior, 3rd Edition, is unparalleled
in its ability to engage students by bringing cutting
edge OB concepts closer to reality through the
'theory-practice link' approach. McShane and Von
Glinow help readers connect OB theories to
emerging workplace realities through hundreds of
fascinating real-life stories from across the United
States and around the world. McShane/Von Glinow's
Organizational Behavior 3rd Edition also continues
to be the source of the hottest topics, such as:
workaholism, virtual teams, corporate social
responsibility, Schwartz's values model, innate
drives theory, workplace emotions, executive
coaching, guanxi, appreciative inquiry, social identity
theory, workplace bullying, workplace justice, and
much, much, more.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the
testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just
the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines,
highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only
Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
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9780077475796 .
A comprehensive handbook for leading a successful
nonprofit This handbook can educate and empower
a whole generation of nonprofit leaders and
professionals by bringing together top experts in the
field to share their knowledge and wisdom gained
through experience. This book provides nonprofit
professionals with the conceptual frameworks,
practical knowledge, and concise guidance needed
to succeed in the social sector. Designed as a
handbook, the book is filled with sage advice and
insights from a variety of trusted experts that can
help nonprofit professionals prepare to achieve their
organizational and personal goals, develop a better
understanding of what they need to do to lead,
support, and grow an effective organization.
Addresses a wealth of topics including fundraising,
Managing Technology, Marketing, Finances,
Advocacy, Working with Boards Contributors are
noted nonprofit experts who define the core
capabilities needed to manage a successful
nonprofit Author is the former Executive Director of
Craigslist Foundation This important resource offers
professionals key insights that will have a direct
impact on improving their daily work.
Organizational psychology is the science of
psychology applied to work and organizations. This
is the first of two volumes which compiles knowledge
in organizational psychology, encapsulates key
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topics of research and application, and summarizes
important research findings.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the
testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just
the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines,
highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only
Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780077390969 .
Organizational Behavior: Improving Performance
and Commitment in the WorkplaceMcGraw-Hill
Education
Colquitt, LePine, and Wesson’s, Organizational
Behavior 7th edition continues to offer a novel
approach using an integrative model and roadmap to
illustrate how individual, team, leader, and
organizational factors shape employee attitudes, and
how those attitudes impact performance and
commitment. This model reminds students where
they are, where they've been, and where they're
going. They include two unique chapters on job
performance and organizational commitment. Those
topics are critical to managers and students alike,
and represent critical outcomes in OB. Each
successive chapter then links back to those
outcomes, illustrating why OB matters in today's
organizations.
Colquitt/Gellatly, Fourth Edition continues to offer an
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innovative approach to teaching Organizational
Behaviour through a pop-culture approach versus
the traditional, old-school, and sometimes, outdated
approach. This edition's cover image comes
courtesy of Thunderbird Entertainment and the CBC
hit show Kim's Convenience. We chose to feature
this particular television program because it
highlights, among other things, the importance of
running any business with a thorough understanding
of observational behaviour theories. Kim's
Convenience emphasizes the significance of
establishing and nurturing effective relationships in
the workplace, and encapsulates - with humour and
sensitivity - the challenges and the benefits of
studying organizational behaviour. Meeting you and
your students where you are.
Colquitt, LePine, and Wesson's Organizational
Behavior: Essentials for Improving Performance and
Commitment in the Workplace represents the most
up-to-date perspective on Organizational Behavior
(OB) on the market today. Many students leave their
OB courses asking questions like: "Does any of this
stuff really matter?", "How does all this stuff fit
together?", "If that theory doesn't work, why is it in
the book?", and "Does this stuff have to be so dry?"
Those questions will never be asked if Colquitt
Essentials is used. The author team has written a
text that highlights the importance of course topics
while organizing them around an integrative model of
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OB. The text is also contemporary, omitting outdated
and disproven models that remain in other texts.
Most important to students, the text is written in an
approachable, conversational tone, with features that
students actually want to read. Colquitt Essentials is
the complete package in a condensed, unique, and
visually stimulating format, all without losing the
integrity and level of quality we've come to expect
from this author team. This text stands out from the
competition for four key reasons: A Focus on
Performance and Commitment. Being a good
performer and working for an employer that inspires
commitment are critical concerns for employees and
managers alike. Colquitt Essentials takes a unique
approach by devoting Chapter 2 to job performance
and organizational commitment. Once these two key
outcomes have been spotlighted, all of the remaining
chapters are linked back to them, illustrating the
importance of the chapter topics to performance and
commitment. An Integrative Model of OB. The table
of contents is organized around an integrative
model, described in Chapter 1, that provides a
roadmap for the course, showing students how all of
the chapters fit together. Unlike many OB texts with
many editions behind them, Colquitt Essentials
avoids being "grab-baggish" in nature with what
seem to be randomly placed topics. The positioning
of every topic makes sense, and it's easy for
students to understand how the topics they are
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studying fit into the bigger picture. Contemporary
Content. When creating the book, the author team
asked themselves what OB texts would look like if all
of them were first written in 2008. Many OB texts
include outdated and disproven models, just to
maintain continuity with earlier editions. Such
content frustrates students, who don't understand
why they should learn theories that are not valid.
Colquitt Essentials omits such theories, devoting
more space to contemporary topics that are useful
for employees and managers. Features that
Students Want to Read. Each chapter includes
special insert box features like OB on Screen, OB in
Sports, OB for Students, and OB Internationally that
help "bring OB to life" for the reader. Many of these
features have been praised by students for their
ability to demonstrate OB content in a fun and
appealing manner. Colquitt Essentials also uses an
informal style that students enjoy reading, while
focusing on company examples that students find
interesting (Google, Netflix, Best Buy, Four Seasons,
eBay, and others).
Matters of perceived fairness and justice run deep in the
workplace. Workers are concerned about being treated
fairly by their supervisors; managers generally are
interested in treating their direct reports fairly; and
everyone is concerned about what happens when these
expectations are violated. This exciting new handbook
covers the topic of organizational justice, defined as
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people's perceptions of fairness in organizations. The
Handbook of Organizational Justice is designed to be a
complete, current, and comprehensive reference
chronicling the current state of the organizational justice
literature. Tracing the development of ideas regarding
organizational justice, this book: *introduces the topic of
organizational justice from a historical perspective and
presents fundamental issues regarding the nature of
organizational justice; *examines the justice judgment
process, specifically addressing basic psychological
processes, such as the roles of control, self-interest,
morality, and trust in the formation of justice judgments;
*discusses the consequences of fair and unfair treatment
in the workplace; *focuses on such key issues as
promoting justice in the workplace in ways that help
manage stress, and the underlying processes that
account for the effectiveness of justice applications;
*examines the generalizability of the interaction between
process and outcomes and focuses on the notion of
cross-cultural differences in justice effects; and
*summarizes the state of the science of organizational
justice and presents various issues for future research
and theorizing. This Handbook is useful as a guide for
professors and graduate students, primarily in the fields
of management and psychology. It also is highly relevant
to professionals in the fields of communication,
sociology, legal studies, marketing, and human
resources management.
Revised edition of the authors' Organizational behavior,
2015.
First Published in 2011. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor
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& Francis, an informa company.
Organizational Behavior 6th edition by Colquitt, LePine,
and Wesson continues to offer a novel approach using
an integrative model and roadmap to illustrate how
individual, team, leader, and organizational factors shape
employee attitudes, and how those attitudes impact
performance and commitment. This model reminds
students where they are, where they've been, and where
they're going. They include two unique chapters on job
performance and organizational commitment. Those
topics are critical to managers and students alike, and
represent critical outcomes in OB. Each successive
chapter then links back to those outcomes, illustrating
why OB matters in today's organizations.
The most comprehensive, reality-based review of
organizational behavior of its kind, this volume prepares
readers to explain and predict behavior in organizations
at three levelsthe individual, the group, and the
organization system. Features a lively, conversational
style, extensive examples, case applications, skillbuilding modules, Ethical Dilemma exercises, Myth or
Science? boxes, and more. Values, Attitudes, and Job
Satisfaction. Personality and Emotions. Perception and
Individual Decision Making. Basic Motivation Concepts.
Motivation: From Concepts to Applications.
Understanding Work Teams. Communication. Basic
Approaches to Leadership. Contemporary Issues in
Leadership. Power and Politics. Conflict and Negotiation.
Technology and Work Design. Human Resource Policies
and Practices. Organizational Culture. Organizational
Change and Stress Management. For anyone interested
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in organizational behavior, organizational psychology, or
human relations.
This is a state-of-the-science book about organizational
justice, which is the study of people’s perception of
fairness in organizations. The volume’s contributors, all
acknowledged leaders in this burgeoning field, present
new theoretical positions, clarify existing paradigms, and
identify future areas of application. The first chapter
provides a comprehensive framework that integrates and
synthesizes key concepts in the field: distributive justice,
procedural justice, and retributive justice. The second
chapter is a full theoretical analysis of how people use
fairness judgments as means of guiding their reactions to
organizations and their authorities. The subsequent two
chapters examine the conceptual interrelationships
between various forms of organizational justice. First, we
are given a definitive review and analysis of interactional
justice that critically assesses the evidence bearing on its
validity. The next chapter argues that previous research
has underemphasized important similarities between
distributive and procedural justice, and suggests new
research directions for establishing these similarities.
The three following chapters focus on the social and
interpersonal antecedents of justice judgments: the
influence that expectations of justice and injustice can
have on work-related attitudes and behavior; the
construction of a model of the determinants and
consequences of normative beliefs about justice in
organizations that emphasizes the role of cross-cultural
norms; and the potential impact of diversity and
multiculturalism on the viability of organizations. The
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book’s final chapter identifies seven canons of
organizational justice and warns that in the absence of
additional conceptual refinement these canons may
operate as loose cannons that threaten the existence of
justice as a viable construct in the organizational
sciences.
What is a committed employee? Are such employees better
or worse off than uncommitted employees? What are the
organizational advantages and disadvantages of having a
committed workforce? This book overviews academic and
popular perspectives on commitment in employees. It
examines the multiple faces of commitment and the links that
have been established between the various forms of
commitment and organizational behaviour. In addition,
questions concerning individual differences, organizational
characteristics, job characteristics and work experiences
associated with commitment are explored. The volume
concludes with a discussion of what organizations can do to
manage commitment effectively, including under difficult
circumst
"Why did we decide to write this text? Well, for starters,
organizational behavior (OB) remains a fascinating topic that
everyone can relate to (because everyone either has worked
or is going to work in the future). What makes people effective
at their job? What makes them want to stay with their
employer? What makes work enjoyable? Those are all
fundamental questions that organizational behavior research
can help answer. However, our desire to write this text also
grew out of our own experiences (and frustrations) teaching
OB courses using other texts. We found that students would
end the semester with a common set of questions that we felt
we could answer if given the chance to write our own text.
With that in mind, Organizational Behavior: Improving
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Performance and Commitment in the Workplace was writ-ten
to answer the following questions"-The basic concepts of justice in the workplace are introduced
and discussed in this book. Using a variety of methods
including questionnaires, laboratory studies and field
experiments, issues such as impression management,
performance appraisals, employee theft and compliance, and
monetary and nonmonetary rewards are highlighted.
Now in its fourth edition, Colquitt-LePine-Wesson continues to
offer a novel and innovative approach to teaching
organisational behavior. The focus, tone, and organisation of
the book shows students that: OB really matters - The book
opens with two chapters barely covered in other texts: job
performance and organisational commitment. Those topics
are critical to managers and students alike, and represent two
of the most critical outcomes in OB. Each successive chapter
then links that chapter's topic back to those outcomes,
illustrating why OB matters in today's organisations. OB
topics all fit together - The book is structured around an
integrative model, shown on the back cover and spotlighted in
the first chapter, that provides a roadmap for the course. The
model illustrates how individual, team, leader, and
organisational factors shape employee attitudes, and how
those attitudes impact performance and commitment. In this
way, the model reminds students where they are, where
they've been, and where they're going. OB is all around them
- The book includes innovative insert box features that
students actually enjoy reading. OB on Screen uses scenes
from popular films, such as Skyfall, Lincoln, 42, Moneyball,
and Argo to demonstrate OB topics. OB at the Bookstore
draws a bridge to popular business books, including Quiet,
the Charisma Myth, Lean In, and the Happiness Project.
The introductory section of Colquitt contains two chapters not
found in the beginning of other books: Job Performance and
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Organizational Commitment. Why is this important? Being
good at one’s job and wanting to stay with one’s employer
are critical concerns for employees and managers alike. This
book takes a unique approach by highlighting the concepts of
PEFORMANCE and COMMITMENT at the beginning of the
book. After describing these topics in detail, every remaining
chapter in the book concludes by linking that chapter’s major
topic to performance and commitment. Using this approach,
students can better appreciate the practical relevance of
organizational behavior concepts. Priced at $99 Net,
professors will find that the student’s actually buy the text,
AND, because of the Colquitt team’s lively, conversational
writing style, students will read the assigned chapters as well.
Justice is everyone's concern. It plays a critical role in
organizational success and promotes the quality of
employees' working lives. For these reasons, understanding
the nature of justice has become a prominent goal among
scholars of organizational behavior. As research in
organizational justice has proliferated, a need has emerged
for scholars to integrate literature across disciplines. Offering
the most thorough discussion of organizational justice
currently available, The Oxford Handbook of Justice in the
Workplace provides a comprehensive review of empirical and
conceptual research addressing this vital topic. Reflecting this
dynamic and expanding area of research, chapters provide
cutting-edge reviews of selection, performance management,
conflict resolution, diversity management, organizational
climate, and other topics integral for promoting organizational
success. Additionally, the book explores major conceptual
issues such as interpersonal interaction, emotion, the
structure of justice, the motivation for fairness, and crosscultural considerations in fairness perceptions. The reader will
find thorough discussions of legal issues, philosophical
concerns, and human decision-making, all of which make this
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the standard reference book for both established scholars
and emerging researchers.
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